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Abstract—We propose and evaluate a secure-multipartycomputation (MPC) solution, in the semi-honest model with
dishonest majority, based on multiparty homomorphic encryption (MHE). To support this solution, we introduce a multiparty version of the Brakerski-Fan-Vercauteren lattice-based
homomorphic cryptosystem, implement it in an open-source
library, and evaluate its performance. We show that such MHEbased MPC solutions have several advantages over current
approaches: Their public transcripts and non-interactive circuitevaluation capabilities enable a broad variety of computing
paradigms, ranging from the traditional peer-to-peer setting to
cloud-outsourcing and smart-contract technologies. Exploiting
these properties, the communication complexity of MPC tasks
can be reduced from quadratic to linear in the number of parties,
thus enabling secure computation among thousands of parties.
Additionally, MHE-based approaches can outperform the stateof-the-art even for a small number of parties. We demonstrate
this for three circuits: component-wise vector multiplication with
application to private-set intersection, private input selection with
application to private-information retrieval, and multiplication
triples generation. For the first circuit evaluated among eight
parties, our approach is 8.6 times faster and requires 39.3 times
less communication than the state-of-the-art approach. The input
selection circuit over eight thousand parties completed in 61.7
seconds and required 1.31 MB of communication per party.
Index Terms—secure multiparty computation, homomorphic
encryption, lattice-based cryptography

I. I NTRODUCTION
Secure Multiparty Computation (MPC) protocols enable a
group of parties to securely compute joint functions over
their private inputs while enforcing specific security guarantees
throughout the computation. Although the exact definition
of security depends on how the adversary is modeled, the
most common requirement, input privacy, informally states
that parties should not obtain more information about other
parties’ inputs than what can be deduced from the output
of the computation. Combining this strong security guarantee
with such a general functionality makes the study of MPC
techniques highly relevant, from both a research and a practical
perspective. The last decade has seen this established theoretical field evolve into an applied one, notably due to its potential
for securing data-sharing scenarios in the financial [1]–[3],
biomedical [4]–[6] and law enforcement [7], [8] sectors, as
well as for protecting digital assets [9], [10].
The transition of MPC techniques to their application domains however still faces significant obstacles. In the settings
where no honest majority of parties can be guaranteed, current
MPC protocols are typically based on secret-sharing [11]

of the input data and interactive circuit evaluation. These
approaches have two practical limitations: First, standard protocols require many rounds of communication over private
channels between the parties, which makes them inadequate
for low-end devices and unreliable networks. Second, current
approaches require a per-party communication that increases
linearly in the circuit size (that itself increases at least linearly
in the number of parties). Hence, this quadratic factor quickly
presents an efficiency bottleneck for large circuits and/or large
number of parties. As a result, current MPC applications are
mostly focused on two- or three-party settings where the MPC
task is delegated to a set of computing parties that are assumed
not to collude in revealing the inputs [5], [12]–[16].
We propose, implement, and evaluate a passive-adversary
dishonest-majority MPC protocol that can support several
thousands of parties without making such assumption. Based
on multiparty homomorphic encryption (MHE), this protocol
reduces the per-party communication complexity to being
linear in the circuit’s inputs and outputs. We achieve this
by exploiting recent progress in lattice-based homomorphic
encryption that, despite being used in current MPC solutions,
was mostly confined to their offline pre-computations but not
used during the circuit evaluation. We argue that homomorphic
encryption has reached the required level of usability to play
a larger role in the online phase of MPC protocols and to
enable new applications. Notably, we discuss how MHE-based
approaches can be integrated within existing secret-sharingbased ones to reduce their communication overhead. Furthermore, we show that MHE-based solution can remove the need
for private party-to-party communication channels. Hence, in
addition to the traditional peer-to-peer setting, this solution
can operate in a broad range of computing platforms, ranging
from cloud-outsourcing to distributed-ledger smart-contract
technologies, without requiring non-collusion assumptions.
Our solution is based on a multiparty version of the BFV
homomorphic encryption-scheme [17] and it can be extended
to other mainstream schemes of the same family such as the
CKKS cryptosystem [18]. It uses secret-sharing techniques
[11] to distribute the secret encryption key among the parties,
as proposed by Asharov et al. [19], [20] and Boneh et al. [21].
In addition to bringing these works to more recent cryptosystems and to practice, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a novel multiparty version of the BFV latticebased somewhat-homomorphic encryption scheme (Section IV). This includes a novel protocol for bootstrapping
a BFV ciphertext in a multiparty setting.
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We discuss the features of the MHE-based approach and
how it can both be integrated into existing solutions, and
be used directly as a standalone one, enabling secure
computation among thousands of parties (Section V).
• We provide security arguments for the protocols that
define the multiparty cryptosystem (Section VI).
• We implement our scheme in an open-source library and
evaluate it for three example circuits (Section VII).
We believe this work to be a significant step in bridging
the gap between currently available MPC solutions and wellestablished works on multiparty lattice-based cryptosystems.
•

II. R ELATED W ORK
We classify N -party dishonest-majority MPC approaches
in two categories: The category (a), data-level secret-sharing,
which is predominantly implemented in generic MPC solutions [9], [22], consists in applying secret-sharing [11] to input
data. The category (b), multiparty encryption schemes , uses
an homomorphic scheme to encrypt and exchange the input
data, that can then be operated on in a non-interactive way
with encrypted arithmetic.
(a) Data-Level Secret-Sharing (for short: secret-sharingbased): Most of the available generic MPC solutions, such as
Sharemind [23] and SPDZ [24]–[26], rely on applying secretsharing to the input data. The evaluation of these arithmetic circuits is generally enabled by the homomorphism of the secretsharing scheme, or by interactive protocols [27], [28] (when
no such homomorphism is available), the most widely implemented protocol being Beaver’s triple-based protocol [27].
The strength of approach (a) is to rely, at the evaluation phase,
on only simple and efficient primitives in terms of which the
circuit can be decomposed by code-to-protocol compilers, thus
providing great usability. However, this approach imposes two
constraints on the system: First, using an interactive protocol
at each multiplication gate requires all parties to be online
and active during the whole computation, and to exchange
private messages with their peers, often at a high frequency
that is determined by the round complexity of the circuit.
Second, the triple-based multiplication protocol requires a
prior distribution of one-time triples; this can be performed in a
pre-computing phase either by a trusted third-party or by the
parties themselves. Interestingly, the latter peer-to-peer case
can also be formulated as an independent, yet equivalent, MPC
task (generating the triples requires multiparty multiplication).
Hence, these approaches are often hybrids that generate the
multiplication triples [22] by using other techniques such as
oblivious transfer [29] or plain homomorphic encryption [24],
[26] in an offline phase.
(b) Multiparty Encryption Schemes: In this approach, each
party holds a secret-share of an ideal secret-key to a homomorphic encryption-scheme. The parties can provide their
inputs encrypted under this secret key and the computation
can be performed using the homomorphic operations of the
HE scheme. Finally, the decryption requires the collaboration
between the parties according to the secret-sharing scheme.
Such constructions are commonly referred to as threshold [30]
and distributed cryptosystem, depending on the decryption

structure they enforce. We use the term multiparty encryption
scheme to designate these constructions in a general way.
We define this term as a primitive and the MPC protocol it
enables in Section III-B. The idea of reducing the volume
of interaction in MPC by using homomorphic encryption can
be traced back to a work by Franklin and Haber [31], later
improved by Cramer et al. [32]. But, at the time, the lack
of homomorphic schemes that preserve two distinct algebraic
operations ruled out complete non-interactivity at the evaluation phase, thus rendering these approaches comparatively less
attractive than approach (a). Recently, task-specific instances
that use multiparty additive-homomorphic encryption have
nevertheless been successful in supporting use-cases in distributed machine learning [33], [34], highlighting the potential
a generic and usable fully-homomorphic solution would have.
This is possible since 2009, when Gentry proposed the first
fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) scheme [35].
This is the idea behind the joint line of work by Asharov
et al. [19], [20] and López-Alt et al. [36], later generalized by
Boneh et al. [21] by the idea of a universal thresholdizer.
These contributions propose various multiparty schemes in
which the ideal secret-key is additively shared among the
parties, and they analyse the theoretical MPC solution these
schemes enable. Although of great interest, these lines of work
did not find as much echo in applications as approach (a) has.
One possible reason was the lack, at the time, of available
and efficient implementations of Learning with Errors [37]
(LWE) -based homomorphic schemes, in terms of which these
schemes were presented. Today, however, multiple ongoing
efforts aim at standardizing homomorphic encryption [38] and
at making it available to a broader public [39]–[43]. This new
generation of schemes is mostly based on the Ring Learning
with Errors (RLWE) problem [44] and have brought HE from
being practical to being efficient. Therefore, we argue that
MHE-based approaches deserve more than theoretical interest,
as they are now mature and usable enough to support more
than the offline phase of secret-sharing-based approaches.
It is worth mentioning that the multi-key class of multiparty
encryption schemes, as introduced by López-Alt et al. [45],
can also be considered as multiparty cryptosystems. These
schemes enable the parties to provide their input data encrypted under their own secret key, and to operate on them
directly by using encrypted arithmetic. As the encryption
scheme is both message-homomorphic and key-homomorphic,
the computation result is then encrypted under an on-thefly key that is a joint function of the input secret keys.
Hence, only the involved parties are required to participate in
the decryption sub-protocol. Unfortunately, this feature comes
at a prohibitive performance cost, limiting its applicability
for use-cases with large number of parties. Notably, current
multi-key schemes lack the compactness property: the size of
their ciphertexts and the timing of arithmetic operations are,
respectively, linear and quadratic in the number of keys used
for the inputs. They also require significant interactive precomputation of potentially large keys [46]–[48] that usually
increase quadratically or cubically in the number of parties
Hence, we chose to stick with the secret-key-level secretsharing approach in our novel MHE scheme.
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We will show that, in addition to be naturally interoperable
with approach (a), MHE-based solutions also enable scenarios
where an interactive circuit evaluation does not fit the system
model (e.g., parties going offline during evaluation, outsourced
scenarios) or the network model (e.g., low-end devices, public
communication channels). Hence, we propose and build an
open-source MPC solution that brings the theoretical work on
multiparty cryptosystems [19]–[21] to recent state-of-the-art
RLWE cryptography and to practice.
III. BACKGROUND
We first introduce our problem statement and the required
building block of our MHE-based MPC solution.
A. Problem Statement and System Model
We model a secure-multiparty-computation setting in terms
of a problem that needs to be solved under a set of security constraints (by an MPC protocol). Indeed, different
threat models result in different sets of constraints. Definition
1 formulates the secure-multiparty-computation problem we
consider for the scope of this work.
Definition 1. Let P = {P1 , P2 , . . . , PN } be a set of N parties
respectively holding inputs (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) (input parties)
and let R be a party that can be either inside or outside of
P (receiver party). Let f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) = y be a function
(ideal functionality) over the input parties’ inputs. Let A be a
static semi-honest adversary that can corrupt R and/or up to
N − 1 parties in P.
The secure-multiparty-computation problem consists in providing the receiver R with y = f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ), yet A
must learn nothing more about {xi }Pi ∈A
than what can be
/
deduced from the inputs {xi }Pi ∈A and output y it controls
(input-privacy).
The solution to a secure-multiparty-computation problem
is a protocol denoted πf that realizes the problem’s ideal
functionality f and preserves input privacy. Equivalently, this
property requires that the execution of πf emulates an ideal
setting where parties are provided with an incorruptible environment that, provided with their inputs, will carry out the
computation of f and that will provide R with its output.
Our definition permits that the receiver party R is outside
of the set of input parties P. This reflects the fact that, in
such case, there is no need for R to have an active role in
the input’s access control mechanism. Indeed, only the parties
having input in the ideal functionality should have such role.
We assume that the parties in P have access to a uniformly
random Common Reference String (CRS) [49], and they are
connected through authenticated channels. Note that these
channels are not required to be confidential.
For consistency with our concrete solution, we model MPC
tasks with multiple receivers as the composition of singlereceiver sub-tasks: Let O be a set of NO output parties,
we define FO = (f1 , f2 , . . . , fNO ) (joint ideal functionality),
where fi (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) = yi for each output party i ∈ O ,
as the composition of all private ideal functionalities.

B. Multiparty Encryption Schemes
A multiparty encryption-scheme securely splits the secret
key of an encryption scheme among a group of N parties,
according to a secret-sharing scheme. Hence, the operations
that depends on the secret key (in the original scheme) are
implemented as special-purpose secure-multiparty protocols
(in the multiparty scheme). Notably, when considering a traditional asymmetric encryption scheme, this is the case for the
public encryption-key generation and decryption procedures.
Definition 2 formalizes this intuition. In Section IV, we construct a multiparty version of the Brakerski-Fan-Vercauteren
somewhat-homomorphic encryption scheme [17], where the
secret key is additively shared among the parties.
Definition 2. Let E = (SecKeyGen, PubKeyGen, Enc, Dec) be
an asymmetric encryption scheme, whose security is parameterized by λ, and let S = (Share, Combine) be an N -party
secret sharing scheme. The associated multiparty encryption
scheme is obtained by applying the secret-sharing scheme
S to E’s secret key sk (ideal secret key) and is defined as
the tuple E S = (πSecKeyGen , πPubKeyGen , πDec ) of multiparty
protocols having the following private ideal functionalities for
each party Pi :
Ideal secret-key generation:
fi,πSecKeyGen (λ) = ski = S.Sharei (E.SecKeyGen(λ))
Collective public-key generation:
fi,πPubKeyGen (sk1 , sk2 , . . ., skN )
= E.PubKeyGen(S.Combine(sk1 , sk2 , . . ., skN )),
Collective decryption:
fi,πDec (sk1 , sk2 , . . ., skN , ct)
= E.Dec(S.Combine(sk1 , sk2 , . . ., skN ), ct).
A direct consequence of Definition 2 is that E and E S are
compatible: secret-sharing a valid secret key for E results in
a valid instantiation of E S where key holders can collectively
decrypt ciphertexts of E. Conversely, reconstructing the ideal
secret key of E S yields a valid secret key for E that can
decrypt ciphertexts of E S . The output of the πPubKeyGen , the
collective public key, is also a valid public key for E.
As the S.Combine operation has to be embedded in fπDec ,
the secret-sharing scheme defines an access structure [11]
that directly characterizes the access structure of E S . For
example, using additive secret-sharing of the secret key results
in a scheme where all parties must collaborate to decrypt a
ciphertext, whereas only a threshold number of them would
be required when using Shamir secret-sharing [11]. As the
strictest security guarantee can be too restrictive for some
system models, our future work comprises threshold access
structures for the RLWE encryption schemes.
C. Multiparty Homomorphic Encryption (MHE)
When considering multiparty homomorphic encryption, E
(and, by extension, E S ) is augmented with the Eval procedure
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Protocol 1: MHE−MPC
Public input: the ideal functionality f to be computed
Private input: xi for each Pi ∈ P
Output for R: y = f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN )
Setup: the parties in P instantiate the multiparty scheme E ∗
ski = E ∗ .πSecKeyGen (λ, κ),
cpk = E ∗ .πPubKeyGen (κ, sk1 , . . . , skN ),
In: each Pi encrypts its input and provides it to C
ci = E ∗ .Encrypt(cpk, xi ),
Eval: C computes the encrypted output for the ideal
functionality f
c0 = E ∗ .Eval(f, c1 , c2 , . . . , cN ),
Out: the parties in P execute the decryption protocol
y = E ∗ .πDec (sk1 , . . . , skN , c0 ).
that enables encrypted arithmetic on its ciphertexts. We denote
E ∗ this augmented scheme:
E ∗ = (πSecKeyGen , πPubKeyGen , E.Enc, πDec , E.Eval),
An homomorphic scheme requires proper parametrization in
order to support the evaluation of the target ideal functionality.
Hence, we model this dependency by introducing an abstract
homomorphic capacity parameter, which we denote κ.
D. MHE-Based MPC Protocol
We provide an overview of the MHE-based MPC protocol,
that we formulate for an abstract MHE scheme E ∗ in Protocol 1. The idea of using homomorphic cryptosystems as a
standalone MPC solution has been discussed in cryptographic
research [20], [32]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no concrete MPC framework has been built to exploit those
ideas. In this work, we take this step and show that we can
build efficient systems, not only in the traditional peer-topeer setting but also in the outsourced one: Where parties are
assisted by a semi-honest entity such as a cloud provider.
Hence, we consider an abstract computing party C that carries out the homomorphic evaluation of the ideal functionality.
In purely peer-to-peer settings, the parties themselves assume
the role of C, either by distributing the computed circuit, or
by delegating the computation to one designated party. In the
cloud-assisted setting, a semi-honest cloud service provider
can assume this role. Although it is frequent to define the role
of computing party in current MPC applications [5], [9], [15],
it is usually a part of the N -party to 2-party problem reduction
that introduces non-collusion assumptions. The fundamental
difference with the MHE-based protocol is that R owns no
share of the ideal secret-key, and thus plays no role accessstructure of the private inputs.
The Setup step instantiates the multiparty encryption
scheme. It is independent from the rest of the protocol: it
has to be run only once for a given set of parties and a
given choice (λ, κ) of cryptographic parameters. Whereas it is

tempting to compare this step to the offline phase of the secretsharing-based approaches, it is fundamentally different in that
it produces public-keys that can be used for an unlimited
number of circuit evaluations. This implies that the Setup
step does not depend directly on the number of multiplication
gates in the circuit, but only on the maximum circuit depth
the parties want to support. This is because the encryption
scheme has to be parameterized, and the necessary public keys
generated, to support a sufficient homomorphic capacity κ.
The In step corresponds to the input phase: The parties use
the public encryption procedure of E ∗ (using the collective
public-key cpk) to encrypt their inputs and to provide them to
C for the evaluation to be carried out.
The Eval step consists in the evaluation of the ideal
functionality, by exploiting the homomorphic property of the
scheme to carry out the computation of the encrypted output.
This step requires no secret input from the parties and can
hence be performed by any semi-honest entity C.
The Out step enables the receiver R to obtain its output.
This requires collaboration among the parties in P, according
to the access structure defined by the sharing of the ideal
secret key. As a public output might not be acceptable in all
scenarios, we augment the distributed cryptosystem E ∗ with a
collective key switching protocol πColKeySwitch , which enables
the parties to obliviously re-encrypt a ciphertext that originally
decrypts under a shared secret key sk into a new ciphertext
that decrypts under the receiver’s secret key sk0 . This protocol
generalizes πDec ; in fact, decryption (or the ability to decrypt)
can be mapped to the particular case of switching to a secret
key sk0 = 0 (or any publicly known value). Given that pk0 is
a public key for the secret key sk0 , the ideal functionality of
key switching,
fColKeySwitch = E.Encrypt(pk0 , E.Decrypt(sk, ct)),
can be computed with no secret input from the receiver,
hence fully decoupling this party from the secure multiparty
computation problem.
E. Mathematical Notation
We denote [·]q the reduction of an integer modulo q, and d·e,
b·c, b·e the rounding to the next, previous, and nearest integer
respectively. When applied to polynomials, these operations
are performed coefficient-wise. We use regular letters for
integers and polynomials, and boldface letters for vectors of
integers and of polynomials. aT denotes the transpose of a
vector a. Given a probability distribution α over a ring R,
a ← α denotes the sampling of an element a ∈ R according
to α, and a ← R implicitly denotes uniform sampling in R.
For a polynomial a we denote its infinity norm by kak.
F. The Brakerski-Fan-Vercauteren Encryption Scheme
The BFV cryptosystem is a ring-learning-with-errors [44]
scheme that supports both additive and multiplicative homomorphic operations. Due to its practicality, it has been
implemented in most of the current lattice-based cryptographic
libraries [39], [41]–[43] and is included as part of the ongoing
standardization effort [38].
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We first recall the original and most common instantiation of
the (centralized) BFV encryption scheme [17] that is detailed
in Scheme 1. The ciphertext space is Rq = Zq [X]/(X n + 1),
the quotient ring of the polynomials with coefficients in Zq
modulo (X n + 1), where n is a power of 2. We use [− 2q , 2q )
as the set of representatives for the congruence classes modulo
q. Unless otherwise stated, we consider the arithmetic in Rq ,
so polynomial reductions are omitted in the notation. The
relinearization operation relies on an intermediary base w < q,
in which ciphertexts are temporarily decomposed to reduce
the growth this operation incurs on the noise [17]. We write
l = dlogw (q)e and w = (w0 , w1 , ..., wl )T . The plaintext space
is the ring Rt = Zt [X]/(X n + 1) for t < q. We denote
∆ = bq/tc, the integer division of q by t.
The scheme is based on two kinds of secrets, commonly
sampled from small-normed yet different distributions: The
key distribution is denoted R3 = Z3 [X]/(X n + 1), where
coefficients are uniformly distributed in {−1, 0, 1}. The RLWE
error distribution χ over Rq has coefficients distributed according to a centered discrete Gaussian with standard deviation
σ and truncated support over [−B, B]. Tables V and VI
in Appendix A summarize the cryptosystem parameters and
symbols used in the encryption scheme formulation.
The security of BFV is based on the hardness of the
decisional-RLWE problem [44], that is informally stated as
follows: Given a uniformly random a ← Rq , a secret s ← R3 ,
and an error term e ← χ, it is computationally hard for an
adversary that does not know s and e to distinguish between
the distribution of (sa+e, a) and that of (b, a) where b ← Rq .
Encrypted arithmetic operations must preserve the plaintext
arithmetic. The BFV.Multiply operation outputs a ciphertext
consisting of three Rq elements; it can be seen as a degree two
ciphertext. This higher degree ciphertext can be further operated on and decrypted. But it is often desirable to reduce the
ciphertext degree back to one, by using the BFV.Relinearize
operation. This operation is public but requires the generation
of a special type of public key, the relinearization key rlk.
In the BFV scheme, decryption of a ciphertext (c0 , c1 ) can
be seen as a two-step process. The first step requires the secret
key to compute a noisy plaintext in Rq as
[c0 + sc1 ]q = ∆m + ect ,

(1)

where ect is the ciphertext overall error, or ciphertext noise. In
the second step, the message is decoded from the noisy term
in Rq to a plaintext in Rt , by rescaling and rounding:
t
(2)
[b (∆m + ect )e]t = [bm + at + ve]t ,
q
where m ∈ Rt , a has integer coefficients, and v has coefficients in Q. Provided that kvk < 21 , Eq. (2) outputs m.
Hence, the correctness of the scheme is conditioned on the
q
noise magnitude kect k, that must be kept below 2t
throughout
the homomorphic computation, notably by choosing a sufficiently large q. This choice depends on the operations to be
performed, hence on the application.

Scheme 1: BFV
λ

BFV.SecKeyGen(1 ): Sample s ← R3 . Output: sk = s
BFV.PubKeyGen(sk):
Let sk = s. Sample p1 ← Rq , and e ← χ. Output:
pk = (p0 , p1 ) = (−(sp1 + e), p1 )
BFV.RelinKeyGen(sk, w):
Let sk = s. Sample r1 ← Rql , e ← χl . Output:
rlk = (r0 , r1 ) = (s2 w − sr1 + e, r1 )
BFV.Encrypt(pk, m):
Let pk = (p0 , p1 ). Sample u ← R3 and e0 , e1 ← χ.
Output:
ct = (∆m + up0 + e0 , up1 + e1 )
BFV.Decrypt(sk, ct):
Let sk = s, ct = (c0 , c1 ). Output:
t
m0 = [b [c0 + c1 s]q e]t
q
BFV.Add(ct, ct0 ):
Let ct = (c0 , c1 ) and ct0 = (c00 , c01 ) Output:
ctadd = (c0 + c00 , c1 + c01 )
BFV.Multiply(ct, ct0 ):
Let ct = (c0 , c1 ) and ct0 = (c00 , c01 ) Output:
t
ctmul = [b (c0 c00 , c0 c01 + c00 c1 , c1 c01 )e]q
q
BFV.Relinearize(ct, rlk):
Let ct = (c0 , c1 , c2 ), rlk = (r0 , r1 )
Pl
(b)
Express c2 in base w s.t. c2 = b=0 c2 wb and output:
l
l
X
X
(b)
(b)
ctrelin = (c0 +
r0,b c2 , c1 +
r1,b c2 )
b=0

b=0

IV. T HE M ULTIPARTY BFV S CHEME
We introduce a novel multiparty version of the BrakerskiFan-Vercauteren (BFV) cryptosystem [17] that supports the
MPC protocol of Section III-D. It is worth noting that,
although formulated for the BFV scheme, the introduced
protocols can be straightforwardly adapted to other RLWEbased cryptosystems, such as BGV [50] or the more recent
CKKS [18] that enables homomorphic approximate arithmetic.
In fact, we implemented both multiparty versions for the BFV
and CKKS schemes in an open-source library [43].
We use additive secret-sharing to distribute the BFV secret
key, denoted as s in the following, among the N parties in P.
We denote si the secret key share of party Pi , thus
"
#
X
s=
si .
(3)
Pi ∈P

q

As a result, this scheme tolerates up to N − 1 colluding
corrupted nodes in the passive adversary model and can be
viewed as a N-out-of-N threshold encryption scheme. Hence,
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when used as E ∗ in the MHE−MPC protocol, this scheme can
solve secure-multiparty-computation problems in the strictest
dishonest-majority formulation: where no set of colluding
parties should be able to extract the inputs of an honest party.
We refer to the original centralized scheme as the ideal
scheme: the ideal centralized functionality that needs to be
emulated in a multiparty setting. By extension, we also refer
to s as the ideal secret key, to emphasize that it exists as
such only through interaction between the parties. In the next
subsections, we reformulate all the private operations of the
original BFV scheme (i.e., those that depend on the secret
key) as secure N -party protocols. In Section VI, we detail the
security arguments.
These protocols follow a round-based approach where each
round decomposes in two phases: share generation (Gen)
and share aggregation (Aggr). In the Gen phase, the parties
generate their public shares for the current round (using their
own private share of the ideal secret key) and they disclose
them to the rest of the parties. In the Aggr phase, the shares of
all the parties are aggregated into a single output for the round.
For each protocol, the output procedure (Out), computes the
final protocol output from the round outputs. In order to
abstract the actual system model, we do not define how parties
disclose and aggregate their shares yet. In Section V, we
present concrete system models and discuss their features.
A. Ideal-Secret-Key Generation
We propose a simple ideal-secret-key generation procedure,
in which each party independently samples its own share
as si = BFV.SecKeyGen(1λ ). Thus, the ideal secret-key is
generated in a non-interactive way. Although Eq. (3) applies,
this does not result in a usual sharing of s, in the sense that
the distribution of the shares is not uniform in Rq . This is not
an issue because, as discussed in Section VI, the security of
our scheme does not rely on this property. Moreover, the norm
of the resulting ideal secret key grows with N . This has an
effect on the noise growth that we analyze in Appendix C.
By using techniques such as those described in [51], it might
be possible to generate ideal secret keys in R3 as if they were
produced in a trusted setup. However, this would introduce the
need for private channels between the parties.
B. Collective Encryption-Key Generation (EncKeyGen)
The collective encryption-key generation, detailed in Protocol 2, emulates the BFV.PubKeyGen procedure. It is part
of the setup phase of the MHE−MPC protocol. In addition to
the public parameters of the cryptosystem (which we will omit
in the following), the procedure requires a public polynomial
p1 , uniformly sampled in Rq , to be agreed upon by all the
parties. For this purpose, they sample its coefficients from the
common reference string (CRS).
After the execution of the EncKeyGen protocol, the parties
have access to a copy of the collective public key
X
X
X
cpk = ([
p0,i ]q , p1 ) = ([−(p1
si +
ei )]q , p1 ) ;
Pi ∈P

Pi ∈P

Pi ∈P

(4)

Protocol 2: EncKeyGen
Public Input: p1 (a common random polynomial)
Private Input for Pi : si = ski (the party’s secret key share)
Public Output: cpk =(p0 , p1 ) (the collective encryption key)
Each party Pi :
1) samples ei ← χ and discloses p0,i = −(p1 si + ei )
P
Out: from p0 = Pj ∈P p0,j , outputs cpk = (p0 , p1 )
it has the same form as the ideal public key pk in Scheme 1,
with larger worst-case norms ksk and kek. As detailed in
Appendix C, the norm grows linearly in N hence is not a
concern, even for large number of nodes. Another notable
feature of the EncKeyGen protocol is that it would apply to
any kind of additive sharing of s, including uniformly random
shares. In fact, in the multiparty scheme, the magnitude of
the secret-key shares is irrelevant (as long as they have the
required entropy); only their sum in Rq is.
C. Collective Relinearization-Key Generation (RelinKeyGen)
In order to enable the computing entity C to perform noninteractive relinearizations (hence, non-interactive multiplications), the parties need to generate a public relinearization
key (rlk) associated with their ideal secret key s. Protocol 3
(RelinKeyGen) emulates the centralized BFV.RelinKeyGen for
this purpose; it produces pseudo-encryptions of s2 wb for each
power b = 0 . . . l of the decomposition basis parameter w.
This protocol is also part of the setup phase of the MHE−MPC
protocol. It requires a public input a, uniformly sampled in Rql
from the CRS. We use vector notation to express that these
pseudo-encryptions are generated in parallel for every element
of the decomposition base w = (w0 , w1 , ..., wl )T .
Asharov et al. proposed a method to produce relinearization
keys for multiparty schemes based on the LWE problem [20].
This method could be adapted to our scheme but results in
significantly increased noise in the rlk (hence, higher noise
in relinearized ciphertexts) with respect to the centralized
scheme. One cause for this extra noise is the use of the
public encryption algorithm to produce the mentioned pseudoencryptions. From the observation that the collective encryption key is not needed for this purpose (when the secret key is
collectively known), we propose Protocol 3 as an improvement
over the method by Asharov et al., and we compare both
approaches in Appendix D.
After completing Protocol 3, the parties have access to a
relinearization key of the form:
rlk = (r0 , r1 )
= (−s2 a + s2 w + se0 + e1 + (u − s)e2 , sa + e2 )
= (−sb + s2 w + se0 + e1 + ue2 + e3 , b )
= (−sb + s2 w + erlk , b ),

(5)

where b = sa + e2 . Hence, as opposed to the technique by
Asharov et al., the additional error with respect to the ideal
generation using BFV.RelinKeyGen is only introduced in the
r0 component. In Appendix C, we show that this results in a
significant reduction in the relinearization noise.
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Protocol 3: RelinKeyGen

Protocol 4: ColKeySwitch

Public Input: a ∈
w
Private Input of Pi : sk = si
Output: rlk = (r0 , r1 )

2
Public input: ct = (c0 , c1 ) with var(ct) = σct
0
Private input for Pi : si , si
Public output: ct0 = (c00 , c1 )

Each party Pi :
1) samples e0,i ← χl , ui ← R3 and
discloses hi = −ui a + si w + e0,i
P
2) from h = Pj ∈P hj ,
samples e1,i , e2,i ← χl and
discloses

Each party Pi :
1) samples ei ← χCKS (σct ) and
discloses hi = (si − s0i )c1 + ei
P
Out: from h = j hj ,
0
outputs ct = (c00 , c1 ) = (c0 + h, c1 )

Rql ,

h00,i = si h + e1,i and h01,i = si a + e2,i
P
P
3) from h00 = Pj ∈P h00,j and h01 = Pj ∈P h01,j ,
samples e3,i ← χl and
discloses h00i = (ui − si )h01 + e3,i
P
Out: from h00 = j h00j ,
outputs rlk = (r0 , r1 ) = (h00 + h00 , h01 )
A relevant feature of the proposed RelinKeyGen protocol is
its independence from the actual decomposition basis w: It is
compatible with other decomposition techniques, such as the
one used for type II relinearization [17], and those based on
the Chinese Remainder Theorem, as proposed by Bajard et al.
[52] and Cheon et al. [53]. In our implementation, we use an
hybrid approach for efficiency, but the protocol is unchanged.
D. Collective Key-Switching Protocols
The key-switching functionality enables the oblivious reencryption operation to support the output procedure of the
MHE−MPC protocol. That is, given a ciphertext ct decrypting
under some input key s along with an output key s0 , the
key-switching procedure computes ct0 such that Dec(s, ct) =
Dec(s0 , ct0 ). Its instantiation as a protocol depends on whether
the parties performing the re-encryption have access to a
sharing of the output secret key (i.e., have a collective access
to it), or only have its corresponding public-key. Therefore,
we develop protocols that perform key-switching for these
two settings: when s0 is collectively known, the ColKeySwitch
protocol is used and when only a public key is known, the
PubColKeySwitch protocol is used.
Both protocols require some fresh noise terms to be sampled
from a special noise distribution χCKS that depends on the
ciphertext that is key-switched. This fresh noise implements
the smudging technique (as introduced by Asharov et al. [20]),
whose motivation and implementation we discuss in Section
IV-G. Given a ciphertext ct, we denote var(ct) the variance of
its noise term (see Eq. (1)).
a) Collective Key-Switching (ColKeySwitch): Protocol 4
details the steps for operating a key switching when the input
parties collectively know the output secret key s0 . In the
context of the MHE−MPC protocol, this would be the case
in multiple scenarios such as the decryption procedure (as
discussed below) and in the case of an ideal secret key update
(when a party leaves or joins the system). Also, assuming
confidential party-to-party channels, a receiver could provide
the input parties with secret-shares of a secret key it knows.

After the execution of the ColKeySwitch protocol on an
input ct = (c0 , c1 ), for which c0 + sc1 = ∆m + ect where ect
is the ciphertext’s error, the parties have access to ct0 satisfying
t
BFV.Dec(s0 , ct0 ) = b [c00 + s0 c1 ]q e
q
X

t
= b [c0 +
(sj −s0j )c1 + ej + s0 c1 ]q e
q
j
t
= b [c0 + (s − s0 )c1 + eCKS + s0 c1 ]q e
q
t
(6)
= b [∆m + ect + eCKS ]q e = m,
q
P
where eCKS = j ej , and where the last equality holds, provided that kect + eCKS k < q/(2t); i.e., if the output ciphertext
noise plus the protocol-induced noise remains within decryptable bounds. The ColKeySwitch protocol yields a decryption
procedure, as the special case where s0j = 0 ∀Pj ∈ P, and
is the basis for bridging MHE-based and secret-sharing-based
approaches, as explained in Section IV-E.
b) Collective Public-Key Switching (PubColKeySwitch):
When considering an external receiver for the output, the
parties in P do not have access to the output secret key s0 . In
this case, the ColKeySwitch protocol can only be used when
assuming individual confidential channels between the external
receiver and each party in P. This channel could be used by
the external receiver (i) to collect decryption shares from all
parties, or (ii) to upload an additive sharing of its secret key
to the system. However, (i) would quickly become expensive
for large number of parties, and (ii) would would require R to
trust at least one party in P. Additionally, confidential pointto-point channels might not fit the system model (e.g., on
public smart-contract technologies). Hence, we introduce the
PubColKeySwitch protocol to overcome this issue.
Protocol 5 details the steps for key switching when the
input parties know only a public key for the output secret
key s0 . As it requires only public input from the external
receiver and its output is encrypted under the receiver’s key,
the PubColKeySwitch turns the ColKeySwitch protocol into a
public-transcript, public-output one and decouples the receiver
from the SMC problem at hand.
After the execution of the PubColKeySwitch protocol on an
input ciphertext ct = (c0 , c1 ) for which c0 + sc1 = ∆m + ect ,
and a target public key pk = (p00 , p01 ) such that p00 = −(s0 p01 +
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Protocol 5: PubColKeySwitch
0

Protocol 6: ColBootstrap

(p00 , p01 ),

2
Public input: a and ct = (c0 , c1 ) with var(ct) = σct
Private input for Pi : si
Public output: ct0 = (c00 , c01 ) with var(ct0 ) = N σ 2

Public input: pk =
2
ct = (c0 , c1 ) with var(ct) = σct
Private input for Pi : si
Public output: ct0 = (c00 , c01 )
Each party Pi :
1) samples ui ← R3 , e0,i ← χCKS (σct ), e1,i ← χ and
discloses
h0,i = si c1 + ui p00 + e0,i and h1,i = ui p01 + e1,i
P
P
Out: from h0 = j h0,j and h1 = j h1,j ,
outputs ct0 = (c00 , c01 ) = (c0 + h0 , h1 )
epk ), the parties have access to ct0 satisfying
t
BFV.Dec(s0 , ct0 ) = b [c00 + s0 c01 ]q e
q
X
X


t
= b [c0 +
sj c1 + uj p00 + e0,j + s0
uj p01 + e1,j ]q e
q
j
j
t
= b [c0 + sc1 + up00 + s0 up01 + e0 + s0 e1 ]q e
q
t
= b [∆m + ect + ePCKS ]q e = m,
(7)
q
P
P
where ed =
j ed,j for d = 0, 1, u =
j uj , and the
total added noise ePCKS = e0 + s0 e1 + uepk depends on both
the protocol-induced and the public-key noises. Provided that
kect + ePCKS k < q/(2t), Equation (7) holds.
E. Bridging MPC approaches
The flexibility of the ColKeySwitch protocol can be harnessed to bridge MHE-based and secret-sharing-based MPC
approaches. We provide two procedures enabling encryptionto-shares and shares-to-encryption functionalities:
1) Encryption-to-Shares (Enc2Share): Given an encryption
(c0 , c1 ) of a plaintext m ∈ Rt , the parties can produce an
additive sharing of m over Rt by masking their share in the
decryption (i.e., ColKeySwitch with s0 = 0) protocol: Each
party Pi ∈ {P2 , PN } samples its own additive share Mi ←
Rt and adds a −∆Mi term to its decryption share hi before
disclosing it. Party P1 does not disclose its decryption share
h1 and derives its own additive secret-share of m as
N
N
X
X
M1 = BFV.Decrypt(s1 , (c0 +
hi , c1 )) = m −
Mi .
i=2

i=2

2) Shares-to-Encryption (Share2Enc):
PN Given a secret
shared value m ∈ Rt such that m = i=1 Mi , the parties
can produce an encryption ct = (c0 , c1 ). To do so, each party
Pi samples a from the CRS and and produces a ColKeySwitch
share for the ciphertext (∆Mi , a) with input key 0 and output
key s. The ciphertext
centralizing the secret-shared value m
PN
is then ct = ( i=1 c0,i , a). This is equivalent to a multiparty
encryption protocol.
F. Collective Bootstrapping (ColBootstrap)
The Share2Enc and Enc2Share protocols can be combined
into a multiparty bootstrapping procedure (Protocol 6), en-

Each party Pi :
1) samples Mi ← Rt , e0,i ← χCKS (σct ), e1,i ← χ and
discloses
h0,i = si c1 −∆Mi +e0,i and h1,i = −si a+∆Mi +e1,i ,
P
P
Out: from h0 = j h0,j and h1 = j h1,j ,
outputs ct0 = (c00 , c01 ) =
t
([b ([c0 + h0 ]q )e]t ∆ + h1 , a)
q
abling the parties to reduce the ciphertext noise back to a freshlooking one, which further enable homomorphic computation
to be performed even when reaching the homomorphic capacity limits. This is a crucial functionality for the BFV scheme,
for which no practical bootstrapping procedure exists.
Intuitively, the ColBootstrap protocol consists in a conversion from an encryption to secret-shares and back, implemented as a parallel execution of the Enc2Share and
Share2Enc protocols. It compensates the absence of a public
bootstrapping with an efficient single-round protocol that the
parties can use during the evaluation phase. Note, however,
that making use of that functionality introduces interaction at
the evaluation step of the MHE−MPC protocol. In practice,
a broad range of applications would not (or seldom) need
to rely on this primitive, as the circuit complexity enabled
by the practical parameters of the BFV scheme would suffice
(e.g., this is the case for all three examples in Section VII).
But, MHE−MPC offers a trade-off between computation and
communication, and more flexibility when the computation
circuit is not known in advance.
G. Smudging
RLWE-based cryptosystems have the fundamental property
of decrypting to noisy plaintext messages (Eq. (1)) that are
then decoded by the decryption algorithm (Eq. (2)). As the
noise depends on the evaluation circuit and its intermediate
values (this dependency is characterized in Appendix C), this
cryptosystem family does not ensure circuit privacy. This has
an important implication for our multiparty scheme, where
Equations (6) and (7) show that both ColKeySwitch and
PubColKeySwitch permit the final error term to be obtained
by the receiver. Two important facts must be considered: (a)
The hardness assumption for the cryptosystem holds only if
the adversary has sufficient uncertainty about the noise terms,
and (b) the key-switched ciphertext noise distribution depends
on the source secret key and can depend on the plaintext
messages when the ciphertext is not fresh (see Appendix C).
By exploiting the aforementioned dependencies, an attacker
with knowledge of the output key could attempt to extract
some information about the input key intermediate plaintext
values in the computation.
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Although characterizing this indirect leakage in a computational setting is currently an open question, we can already
address this problem by means of smudging techniques, as
introduced by Asharov et al. [20]. Conceptually, smudging
with a noise distribution χCKS ensures that the decryption of
a key-switched ciphertext, before quantization and rounding,
is indistinguishable from the decryption of a fresh one that
would be encrypted using χCKS as its error distribution. This
is achieved by sampling part of the noise introduced during
the ColKeySwitch and PubColKeySwitch protocols from a
2
χCKS (σct ) distribution that must have variance σsmg
significantly larger than that of the input ciphertext noise distribution
2
(represented by σct
). Concretely, choosing
2
2
σsmg
= 2λ σct

(8)

guarantees that this is the case. Analogously to the fresh noise
distribution, the smudging noise can also be drawn from a truncated Gaussian. This technique assumes that the system keeps
track of the ciphertext noise-level throughout the MHE−MPC
protocol, which must already be the case to ensure correctness
of the computation. We introduce smudging noise exclusively
during the ColKeySwitch and PubColKeySwitch protocols
(and their derivatives Enc2Share and ColBootstrap), where
it is a single additive term in the c00 element. This differs from
the method of Asharov et al., where they introduce smudging
noise also during evaluation. We detail the corresponding
security argument in Section VI-B.
H. Vector Packed-Encoding and Rotation Keys
One of the most powerful features of RLWE-based schemes
is the ability to embed vectors of plaintext values into a single
ciphertext. Such techniques, commonly referred to as packing,
enable arithmetic operations to be performed in a singleinstruction multiple-data fashion, where encrypted arithmetic
results in component-wise plaintext arithmetic. Provided with
public so-called rotation keys, any semi-honest party can
operate arbitrary rotations over the vector components, which
opens up homomorphic function evaluation to a broad kind of
non-linear functions. Producing these rotation keys requires
the secret key and can be done in the multiparty scheme, by
means of an RotKeyGen sub-protocol. We do not detail the
RotKeyGen protocol, as it is a straightforward adaptation of
EncKeyGen. The generation and usage of rotation keys is part
of our implementation and is showcased in Section VII.
V. F EATURES A NALYSIS
The MHE-based MPC solution can be used in conjunction
with secret-sharing-based protocols or as a standalone one. In
both cases, the MHE-based solution covers several limitations
of the traditional ones. In this section, we summarize the
fundamental features of the MHE−MPC protocol and relate
them to new design and system model they enable.
A. Public Non-interactive Circuit Evaluation
Although the homomorphic operations of HE schemes
are computationally more expensive than local operations of

secret-shared arithmetic, the former do not require private
inputs from the parties. Hence, as long as no key switching
or bootstrapping is needed, the procedure is non-interactive
and can be performed by any semi-honest party. This not
only enables the circuit evaluation to be efficiently distributed
among the parties in the traditional peer-to-peer setting, but
also enables new computation models for MPC:
1) Cloud-Outsourced Model: The homomorphic circuit
evaluation can be outsourced to a cloud-like service, by providing it with the inputs and necessary public-keys (encryption
and evaluation keys). The parties can arbitrarily go offline
during the evaluation and reconnect for the final output phase.
In this model, resource-constrained parties can take part in
MPC tasks involving thousands of other parties.
2) Smart Contracts: A special case of an outsourced MPC
task is the execution of a smart contract over private data,
which becomes feasible under the MHE-based MPC solution.
B. Public-Transcript Protocols
All the protocols of Section IV have public transcripts,
which effectively removes the need for direct party-to-party
communication. Hence, the whole MHE−MPC protocol can
be executed over any public authenticated channel. This also
brings new possibilities in designing MPC systems:
1) Efficient Communication Pattern: The presented protocols rely solely on the ability for the parties to publicly disclose
their shares and to aggregate them, thus leaves flexibility for
using efficient communication patterns: The parties can be
organized in a topological way, as nodes in a tree, where each
node would interact solely with its parent and children nodes.
We observe that for all the protocols, the shares are always
combined by computing their sum. Hence, for a given party
in our protocols, a round would consist in
1) Computing its own share in the protocol,
2) Collecting and aggregating the share of each of its
children and its own,
3) Sending the result up the tree to its parent.
Such an execution enables the parties to compute their
shares in parallel and results in a constant network traffic at
each node. Inbound traffic can be kept low by ensuring that
the branching factor of the tree (i.e., the number of children
per node) is manageable for each node. Because the share
aggregation can also be computed by any semi-honest thirdparty, the tree can contain nodes that are not part of P (i.e.,
nodes that would not have input in the MPC problem and have
no share of the ideal secret key) and are simply aggregating
and forwarding their children’s shares. We demonstrate the
efficiency of the tree topology in the multiplication triple
generation example benchmark in Section VII-D.
2) Cloud-Assisted MPC Model: The special case of a
single root node holding no share of the key corresponds
to a cloud-assisted setting where parties run the protocols,
while interacting solely with a central node. This model
complements the circuit evaluation outsourcing feature by
completely removing the need for synchronous and private
party-to-party communication. It reduces the number of partycloud interactions to two per circuit evaluation: one to provide
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input and one to decrypt the output. We use the cloud-assisted
model for the first two example circuits of Section VII.
C. Discussion
By re-balancing the cost of MPC tasks from interaction to
computation, the MHE-based approach enables new multiparty
settings that other approaches did not always cover efficiently.
Notably, it supports MPC tasks that involve thousands of
parties, without having to introduce non-collusion assumptions
or impractical network loads. Its cloud-assisted instantiation
strongly reduces the need for input parties to be online and
active during the evaluation phase.
VI. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
We analyze the security of the proposed multiparty BFV
scheme in the passive adversary model. This section provides
an intuition of the security argument for our specific protocols that are based on the decision ring-learning-with-errors
problem [44]. For a more thorough analysis, we refer the
reader to the works by Asharov et al. [20] and Boneh et al.
[21]. Thanks to their generality, these works already cover
most of our constructions (although they are formulated for
the learning-with-errors problem [37]). We provide arguments
in terms of the ideal/real simulation formalism [54] for the
EncKeyGen (Section VI-A) and ColKeySwitch (Section VI-B)
protocols, as the arguments for the remaining protocols are
very similar to the latter. Because our RelinKeyGen protocol
differs from the one by Asharov et al., we provide the security
argument in Appendix E. We also extend their proofs by
integrating smudging directly into the simulation-based proof
for the ColKeySwitch protocol, instead of presenting it as an
ad-hoc security measure.
Let A denote the adversary, defined as a subset of at most
N −1 corrupted parties in P. We prove by construction that,
for every possible A, there exists a simulator program S that,
when provided only with A’s input and output, can simulate
A’s view in the protocol. To achieve the privacy requirement,
we require that A must not be able to distinguish the real view
(generated from the honest parties’ inputs) from the simulated
one (generated with the adversary’s inputs and outputs only).
For a given value x, we denote x̃ its simulated equivalent.
Unless otherwise stated, we consider computational indistinc
guishability between distributions, denoted x̃ ≡ x.
Our threat model implies that there is at least one honest
player that we denote Ph . The choice for Ph , among multiple
honest parties, does not reduce generality. It does, however,
help simplify the formulation of the security argument. We
denote H the set P \ (A ∪ {Ph }) of all other honest parties. Hence, the tuple (A, H) can represent any partition of
P \ {Ph }. In particular, both A and H can be empty in the
following arguments.
A. Collective-Key Generation
We consider an adversary A that attacks the EncKeyGen
protocol defined in Protocol 2. Along with si , we consider
ei as private inputs to the protocol for each party Pi (as

if they were sampled before the protocol starts). Thus, we
model the ideal functionality of the EncKeyGen protocol as
fCKG ({si , ei | Pi ∈ P}) = cpk, where cpk = (p0 , p1 ) is the
output for all parties, as in Eq. (4).
We observe that the view of each party in the execution of the EncKeyGen protocol comprises the tuple
(p0,1 , p0,2 , . . . , p0,N ) of all the players’ shares, which corresponds to an additive sharing of p0 . S can simulate these shares
by randomizing them under two constraints: (1) the simulated
shares must sum up to p0 , and (2) the adversary shares must
be equal to the real ones (otherwise, it could easily distinguish
them). S can generate the share pe0,i of party Pi as

[−(si p1 + ei )]q
if Pi ∈ A



if Pi ∈ H
pe0,i = ← Rq P


pe0,j ]q if Pi = Ph .
[p0 −
Pj ∈A∪H

c

To show that (e
p0,1 , pe0,2 , . . . , pe0,N ) ≡ (p0,1 , p0,2 , . . . , p0,N ),
we observe that any probabilistic-polynomial-time adversary
that distinguishes, with non-negligible advantage, between real
and simulated shares of those players in H would directly yield
a distinguisher for the decision-RLWE problem [44]. For the
share of player Ph , we consider two cases: (1) When H 6= ∅,
the
P share p0,h is a uniformly random element in Rq because
[ Pj ∈H p0,j ]q is itself so, and the same indistinguishability
argument as above applies. (2) In the presence of N − 1
adversaries, H = ∅, and S computes the real value for the
honest party’s share, hence outputting the real view.
B. Collective Key-Switching
The security argument for the ColKeySwitch protocol is
inherently more complex than the previous ones, as the real
protocol output only approximates the ideal one. As we show
below, this enables us to formally express and characterize
the need for smudging in multiparty lattice-based schemes.
We show the analysis for the ColKeySwitch protocol only.
However, the argument easily transfers to the other protocols
that perform some form of decryption (either of messages or
of the involved noise terms), such as the special case of collective decryption, the PubColKeySwitch and the ColBootstrap
protocols.
Given a ciphertext ct = (c0 , c1 ) decrypting under s, the
ideal functionality of the ColKeySwitch protocol (Protocol 4)
is to compute ct0 = (c00 , c1 ) decrypting under secret key s0 . We
first formulate this functionality implicitly: as the computation
of c00 satisfying
c0 + sc1 − e = c00 + s0 c1 − e0 ,
where e and e0 are the noise terms resulting from the decryption of ct and ct0 , respectively. Hence, we consider its
explicit form as an equivalent and minimal ideal multiparty
functionality fˆCKS , such that
fˆCKS ({si , s0 , e0 |∀Pi ∈ P}) = c0 −c0 = (s−s0 )c1 − ê+e0 = ĥ,
i

i

0

P
P
where c0 , c1 are considered public, s = i si , s0 = i s0i ,
and ê = e is an ideal error term cancelling e. This is because,
ideally, the output ciphertext must look fresh, even for an
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adversary that knows all shares of s0 ; this is allowed in the
ColKeySwitch protocol. As this term cannot be efficiently
computed in practice, the real output differs from the ideal
one. Simulation-based proofs permit this difference, as long
as it can be proven that the ideal and real outputs are undistinguishable for the adversary (Property 1). This formalizes
the need of smudging within the security argument. Then, we
show that, even when the adversary has access to the real
output, it cannot distinguish the simulated view from the real
one (Property 2). Therefore, Properties (1) and (2) imply
c
(e
h1 , e
h2 , ..., e
hN , ĥ) ≡ (h1 , h2 , ..., hN , h):
that the ColKeySwitch securely computes its functionality.
1) Output indistinguishability: We want to show that
(s + s0 )c1 − ê + e0 = ĥ

c

h = (s + s0 )c1 + e0 ,

≡

where h denotes the real protocol output. As the adversary
is allowed to know s0 , we cannot rely on computational
indistinguishability of the RLWE-like structure of h. Such an
adversary can extract the noise from the decryption of the keyswitched ciphertext, as e+e0 = c00 +h+s0 c1 −∆m. Hence, we
require this extracted noise to be statistically indistinguishable
s
(denoted ≡) from the fresh noise of the ideal output:
s

e0 = e − ê + e0 ≡ e + e0 .
As e is the key-switched ciphertext error, it follows a
centered Gaussian distribution whose variance we denote
2
. The second term e0 is the sum of all the noise terms
σct
protecting the key-switching shares. It contains the smudging
noise and are sampled according to the χColKeySwitch (σct )
2
. Thus, as long as the
distribution with variance σColKeySwitch
2
2
ratio σct /σColKeySwitch is negligible, the two distributions are
c
statistically indistinguishable, which implies that ĥ ≡ h.
2) View Indistinguishability: The view of any party in the
ColKeySwitch protocol is an additive sharing (h1 , h2 , ..., hN )
of h, which S can simulate as

[(−si + s0i )c1 + e0i ]q if Pi ∈ A


if Pi ∈ H
e
q
hi = ai ← RP

e

hi ]q
if Pi = PH .
[h −
Pi ∈A∪H

from, the adversary. Furthermore, eh follows a distribution
according to the RLWE hardness assumptions.
If Condition 1 holds, we know that A can only approximate
the term eh up to an error ect,h , which is enough to make
(hh , c1 ) indistinguishable from (a ← Rq , c1 ). In the scope of
the MHE−MPC protocol, as long as all parties provide at least
one input (for which the noise will be fresh), the requirement
of Condition 1 is satisfied.
VII. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
We implemented the multiparty BFV scheme in an opensource library [43]. It provides Go implementations of the
two most widespread RLWE homomorphic schemes: BFV
and CKKS, along with their multiparty versions. The library
uses state-of-the-art optimizations based on the chinese remainder theorem [52], number theoretic transforms [55], and
generalized key switching procedures [56]. We evaluate the
performance of the MHE−MPC protocol in example circuits,
both in the cloud-assisted and peer-to-peer settings.
In the cloud-assisted setting, we consider two example
circuits: (i) The component-wise product of large integer
vectors, for which we discuss its application as a simple multiparty private-set-intersection protocol (Section VII-B). (ii) A
multiparty input selection circuit, and its application to multiparty private-information-retrieval circuits (Section VII-C). We
compare the performance for both circuits against a baseline
system that uses a data-level secret-sharing approach: The MPSPDZ library implementation [57] of the Overdrive protocol
[26] for the semi-honest, dishonest majority setting. This system generates multiplication triples using plain homomorphic
encryption (offline phase), then proceeds to compute the circuit
using secret-shared arithmetic (the online phase).
In the peer-to-peer setting, we consider the generation of
multiplication triples, commonly referred to as the "offline"
phase of data-level secret-sharing-based approaches (Section
VII-D). Finer-grained benchmarks at the primitive-operation
level are presented in Appendix B. All experiments operate on
private vector inputs for which the embedding in the plaintext
space Rt is implicitly using packed representation.
A. Experimental Setup

When considering the distribution of the simulated and real
views alone, the usual decision-RLWE assumption suffices:
(−si c1 + e0i , c1 ) is undistinguishable from (a ← Rq , c1 ) for
an adversary that does not know si and e0i . However, we
need to consider this distribution jointly with that of the
real output. We recall that an adversary having access to s0
can extract e + e0 from the output and might be able to
estimate e0i for i ∈
/ A. Hence, we need to make sure that the
uncertainty the adversary has in estimating e0i is sufficiently
large to protect each share hi in the ColKeySwitch protocol.
As such requirement is application-related, we formalize it in
the following condition.

For the cloud-assisted setting, the client-side timings were
measured on a MacBook Pro with a 3.1 GHz Intel i5 processor.
The server-side timings were measured on a 2.5 GHz Intel
Xeon E5-2680 v3 processor (2x12 cores). For the peer-to-peer
setting, we used the latter machine for all parties. We evaluate
the network-related cost in terms of number of communicated
bytes, to make it independent from the actual setting (note
that this could slightly favor the baseline system, as it is more
sensitive to the round-trip time delays in its online phase).
Hence, we run all benchmarks over the localhost interface.

Condition 1. An input ciphertext (c0 , c1 ) to the ColKeySwitch
protocol is such that c0 + sc1 = ∆m + ect where ect = eA +
eh includes a term eh that is unknown to, and independent

We consider a scenario in which each of the N input
parties holds a private vector xi of 32-bit integers. The
ideal functionality consists in providing an external receiver

B. Component-Wise Vector Product
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R (with secret key sR ), with the component-wise product
between the N private vectors. Thus, fR (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) =
x1 x2 · · · xN = y where denotes the component-wise
product over integer vectors.
This circuit could be used, for example, to implement
efficient multiparty private-set-intersection for very large
number of parties. In its most simple instantiation, the
parties could encode their sets as binary vectors and use
this functionality to compute the bit-wise AND between them.

TABLE I: Component-wise product: Baseline comparison
# Parties
[57]
MHE

Offline
Online
Total
Setup
Circuit

2
0.21
0.02
0.24
0.18
0.29

Time [s]
4
1.19
0.04
1.24
0.20
0.41

8
5.33
0.10
5.52
0.25
0.64

Com./party [MB]
2
4
8
3.42
29.13
156.06
1.05
6.29
29.36
4.47
35.42
185.42
25.17
25.17
25.17
4.72
4.72
4.72

TABLE II: Component-wise product: Phases costs
# Parties

Party
Time [ms]
Com. [MB]
indep.
indep.
96.41
25.17
20.02
1.57
0.00
0.00
25.38
3.15

Cloud
CPU time (Wall time) [s]
32
64
128
0.49
0.85
1.99
0.04
0.04
0.15
4.5(0.8)
10.3(1.0)
22.7(1.5)
0.05
0.10
0.21

The steps in the MHE−MPC protocol unfolds as follow:
Setup
Setup The parties use the EncKeyGen and RelinKeyGen proIn
tocols to produce the public encryption cpk and relinEval
Out
earization rlk keys for to their joint secret key sP .
In Each input party Pi ∈ P encodes its input vector xi as
TABLE III: Input selection: Baseline comparison
a polynomial xi using packed plaintext encoding. Then,
Time [s]
Com./party [MB]
it encrypts this vector under the collective public key
2
4
8
# Parties
2
4
8
and sends EncsP (xi ) it to the cloud.
Offline
0.35
1.04
3.56
6.58
25.74
101.82
Eval The cloud computes the overall product using the
[57]
1.31
4.72
17.83
Online
0.02
0.04
0.07
Total
0.37
1.08
3.66
7.89
30.46
119.65
BFV.Mul operation (with intermediary BFV.Relinearize
Setup
0.59
0.58
0.69
42.93
42.93
42.93
MHE
operations). This results in EncsP (y) where y is the
Circuit
0.27
0.28
0.31
1.31
1.31
1.31
packed representation of y. The cloud sends EncsP (y)
to the input parties.
TABLE IV: Input selection: Phase Costs
Out The input parties use the PubColKeySwitch protocol to
Party
Cloud
Wall time / CPU time [s]
Time [ms]
Com. [MB]
reencrypt EncsP (y) into EncsR (y). Then, the receiver
32
64
128
# Parties
indep.
indep.
can come online and decrypt the result.
Setup
262.58
42.93
0.85
1.68
3.38
14
We set the vector size to d = 2 . The communication is
In
6.22
0.52
0.01
0.01
0.02
the sum of upstream and downstream. The baseline system
Eval
0.00
0.00 8.1(0.4)
23.4(0.8)
62.1(1.6)
Out
3.34
0.79
0.01
0.02
0.02
[57] was configured for computation over the domain Zp with
a 32-bit p. The MHE system computes the same circuit with the selector r private. This corresponds to the private ideal
the multiparty BFV scheme, instantiated with n = 214 , 438- functionality f1 (r, x2 , . . . , xN ) = xr for player P1 .
bit q and plaintext modulus t of 32 bits. Table I reports on the
This selection circuit can be seen as generalizing an oblivevaluation of our implementation of the MHE solution against ious transfer functionality to the N -party setting, and can
the baseline. We report the cost repartition per phase of the directly implement an N -party PIR system where a requestor
computation in Table II. The setup is the same as for Table party can retrieve a row in a database partitioned across
I, only with a 16-bit plaintext modulus. This illustrates how multiple parties. We represent inputs as d-dimensional vectors
the MHE−MPC protocol can solve large secure-multiparty- in Zp for p a 32-bit prime. We denote ui the vector having
computation problems, even for resource-constrained clients, all-zero coefficients but its i-th one, which is set to 1.
by delegating all the heavy computation and the storage
To compute the ideal functionality, the parties engage in the
requirements. We also show that parallelizing the evaluation of MHE−MPC protocol, the steps of which unfold as follows:
the homomorphic circuit can yield even lower response times.
Setup The parties run EncKeyGen, RelinKeyGen and
Transferred to the PSI application, the results can, to some
RotKeyGen to produce the encryption-, relinearizationextent, be compared with the special purpose multiparty PSI
and rotation- keys for their joint secret key s.
protocol by Kolesnikov et al. [58]. For the standard semiIn Each Provider Pi encodes its input in Rt , encrypts it
12
honest model with dishonest majority setting, set size 2
using the cpk as cti and sends it to the cloud.
and 15 parties (the largest evaluated value in [58]) in the
The Requester generates its selector as the ur vector,
LAN setting, the MHE solution was 1029 times faster and
encrypts it under the cpk as ctr and sends it to the cloud.
required 15.3 times less communication to compute the interEval For each provider input i, the cloud computes an ensection. However, encoding the sets as binary vectors limits
crypted mask mi by (1) multiplying ctr with ui using
the application to finite sets. More advanced encodings should
ciphertext-plaintext multiplication and (2) replicating the
be investigated to match the flexibility of the approach by
i-th encrypted slot to the other slots by repeated column
Kolesnikov et al.
rotation and addition. Hence, mi always encrypts the
zero vector, except for i = r, for which it is allC. Multiparty Input Selection
ones. The cloud then multiplies each provider input
xi with the mask mi using BFV.Mul, aggregates all
We consider a simple yet powerful multiparty input selecN
resulting ciphertexts with BFV.Add and applies the
tion functionality where a party P1 selects one among N − 1
BFV.Relinearization
to the resulting ciphertext ctout .
other parties’ P2 , . . . , PN inputs x2 , . . . , xN while keeping
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Out The providers engage in the ColKeySwitch protocol
(excluding the receiver) with target ciphertext ctout , input
key s and output key 0. They send their decryption
shares to the cloud, that can then aggregate them to
produce an output ciphertext encrypting xr under the
receiver secret-key share (as he did not participate in
the ColKeySwitch protocol).
We set the vector size to d = 213 and a p of 32 bits. The
communication is the sum of upstream and downstream. We
used the same parameters for the baseline as for the previous
experiment. The MHE system was instantiated with n = 213 ,
218-bit q and 32-bit plaintext modulus t. Table III shows a
comparison with the baseline system. The MHE-based system
matches the response time of the baseline in the two-party
setting, and it is more efficient in terms of network usage.
The generation of rotation keys accounts for approximately
75% of the setup cost and is the main overhead of the protocol.
However, they enable the unpacking of the receiver query filter
from a single ciphertext during the evaluation phase. When
considering the case with 8 parties, the MHE setup cost is
already 5.2× faster and requires 2.4× less communication
than the baseline’s offline phase, yet is a one-time setup.
We report on the per-phase cost for the MHE-based solution in Table IV, for larger number of parties. Again, the
parallelization of the circuit computation over multiple core
yields a very low response-time, regardless of the algorithmic
complexity of homomorphic operations. Our choice for t
enables 32.8 kilobytes to be packed into each ciphertext. For
the 8-party setting, this yields a throughput of 117.1 kB/s and
an expansion of only 40× the communication cost of an
insecure plaintext system. We ran the same experiment for
N = 8000 and the response time was 61.7 seconds.
D. Multiplication Triples Generation
We evaluated how the MHE-based system can be used to
produce multiplication triples in a peer-to-peer setting. This
use-case is of particular interest, as triple generation is the
bottleneck cost for secret-sharing-based MPC approaches. We
consider the following functionality:
Let xi = (ai , bi ) ∈ Zn×2
be the input of party Pi , where n
p
is the number of generated triples and p is a prime. The joint
ideal functionality P
is FP (x1 , x2 , .P
. . , xi ) = (c1P
, c2 , . . . , cN )
N
N
N
such that c =
c
=
(
a
)
(
i=1 i
i=1 i
i=1 bi ) =
a b, where
denotes the coefficient-wise product. The
MHE−MPC protocol is instantiated as follows:
Setup The parties run the RelinKeyGen protocol to generate a
relinearization key rlk.
In The parties use the Share2Enc protocol to produce
encryptions of a and b. The aggregation of the shares
is done along the tree so that this phase ends with the
root having access to cta = Enc(a) and ctb = Enc(b).
Eval The root computes ctc = Relin(Mult(cta , ctb ),rlk) and
sends it down the tree.
Out The parties use the Enc2Share protocol to produce an
additive sharing of c from Enc(c). The aggregation is
done along the tree with the root being P1 .

Figure 1 shows a comparison with two currently prevalent
techniques: oblivious-transfer-based and plain homomorphicencryption-based. We implemented both the plain HE and our
MHE-based approaches with our library [43]. For the OTbased one, we used the Multi-Protocol SPDZ library [57] that
provides an implementation of the SPDZ2K [59] in the semihonest setting. Both HE-based generators where parameterized
to produce triples in Zp for p a 32-bit prime and the OTbased generator to produce triples in Z232 1 . For the HE-based
generators, we used polynomial degree n = 213 , coefficient
modulus size of 218 bits, and plaintext modulus t = p. Thus,
after the setup phase, the parties can loop over the In-EvalOut steps to produce a stream of triples in batches of 213 . To
report on the steady regime of the systems, we do not include
the setup phase costs in the measurements in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Beaver triple generation in terms of number of triples
per second (throughput, left) and triples per megabyte of
communication (efficiency, right).

E. Discussion
The presented experiments confirm that the asymptotic costreduction of the MHE-based solution yields a significant
advantage over secret-sharing-based systems, both in terms
of response time and communication cost. Additionally, we
discover that this advantage appears for surprisingly small
circuit and low number of parties. We observe that, in general,
MHE-based solutions have a setup cost higher than the secretsharing-based ones due to the need for evaluation keys (e.g.,
relinearization, rotation). Hence, in scenarios where a single
evaluation of a circuit with few multiplication gates and small
number of input parties, the MHE-based solution would not
be efficient. However, we observe that, as this setup is a onetime cost, it is quickly amortized when considering circuits
with a few thousands multiplication gates and more than
two parties. Evaluating where the decision-boundary stands
regarding which system to use for smaller use-cases is a crucial
question to be investigated as a future work.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have proposed a novel solution to multiparty computation problems, based on multiparty homomorphic encryption (MHE). To support this approach, we
have introduced and implemented a multiparty version of
1 At the time of writing, the MP-SPDZ library does not implement a
standalone benchmark for OT-based generation of triples in a prime field.
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the BFV encryption scheme. We have analyzed the features,
security, and performance of the proposed solution, and have
confirmed that re-balancing the cost of MPC toward computation time brings crucial advantages: First, our MHEbased solution substantially reduces the latency of MPC tasks,
mainly because the computation costs can be conveniently
amortized by parallelization over multiple cores or nodes,
whereas this cannot be the case for network costs in current
approaches. In fact, our implementation in three example usecases shows a net improvement ranging between 1 and 2
orders of magnitude in both response time and communication
complexity compared to the current approaches. Second, MHE
enables new computation models for MPC, that go beyond
peer-to-peer, including outsourced cloud-assisted models that
can reduce the communication cost per party to be constant
in the number of parties. Moreover, the cloud-assisted model
enables new opportunities for MPC-as-a-service, which we
view as a promising application and adoption driver for both
the HE and the MPC research.
Future research directions comprise using Shamir secretsharing [11] to enable flexible threshold access structures, and
extending the MHE-based approach to malicious settings.
Our proposed MHE-based solution brings MPC at a new
level of scalability and flexibility, by supporting secure computation among thousands of parties in a wide spectrum of
outsourced and distributed scenarios.
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A PPENDIX A
S YMBOL TABLE
Tables V and VI respectively show the notation and a brief
description for the parameters and symbols used in this work.
TABLE V: BFV Parameters
Parameter
q
t
n
w
σ
B

Description
Coefficient modulus in ciphertext space
Coefficient modulus in plaintext space
Polynomial degree
Intermediary relinearization base
Error standard deviation
Error-norm upper bound

TABLE VI: BFV Symbols
Symbol
∆
[q]t
Rq
Rt
R3
l
w
χ

Description
Quotient of the integer division of q by t
Remainder of the integer division of q by t
Ciphertext space ring Zq [X]/(X n + 1)
Plaintext space ring Zt [X]/(X n + 1)
Key space ring Z3 [X]/(X n + 1)
Length dlogw (q)e of the base-w decomposition of a ∈ Rq
(w0 , w1 , ..., wl )T base-w reconstruction vector
Error distribution, discrete normal N (0, σ 2 ) over [−B, B]

A PPENDIX B
L OCAL O PERATIONS B ENCHMARKS
We executed our benchmarks on an Intel i5 processor at
3.1 GHz, with 16 GB of memory, running Go 1.13.4 (darwin/amd64). The open-source library includes Go benchmarks
for reproducibility; as a design decision, we considered that
the most efficient parallelization happens at the application
layer, so to give freedom to the application developer, all the
primitives in the library run in one thread.
TABLE VII: Benchmarking parameter sets
Set
P8192
P16384
P32768

n
8192
16384
32756

log2 q
218
438
881

log2 w
60
110
180

TABLE VIII: Centralized BFV operation performance (ms)
Encryption
Evaluation

Encrypt
Decrypt
Add
Multiply
Relin
Rotate

P8192
4.91
1.93
0.07
15.15
5.64
5.77

P16384
18.16
8.06
0.29
71.59
30.03
31.15

P32768
69.42
34.58
1.26
390.53
157.31
154.67

Table VII shows the parameter sets used in our benchmarks,
all guaranteeing a security level of at least 128 bits [38].
These parameters are application dependent, but their choice
represents typical sizes of q that correspond to different homomorphic capacities (e.g., set P8192 enables approximately
twice the noise level as P4096).
Table VIII shows the timings for the operations of the
centralized scheme that are used in our MHE-based solution.
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TABLE IX: Distributed BFV local operations performance
(ms)
EncKeyGen
RelinKeyGen
RotKeyGen
ColBootstrap
ColKeySwitch
PubColKeySwitch

Gen
Agg
Out
Gen
Agg
Out
Gen
Agg
Out
Gen
Agg
Out
Gen
Agg
Out
Gen
Agg
Out

P8192
1.80
0.05
0.11
21.95
0.55
0.62
6.07
0.14
0.27
5.97
0.07
2.13
3.73
0.03
0.03
7.33
0.07
0.05

P16384
5.72
0.18
0.37
70.46
2.27
2.78
20.45
0.54
1.20
21.20
0.28
8.60
11.69
0.14
0.14
25.39
0.27
0.21

P32768
19.65
0.68
1.45
319.61
11.34
13.68
90.62
2.92
6.09
82.43
1.17
36.43
41.16
0.55
0.60
97.59
1.14
0.93

TABLE X: Cryptographic objects size (MB)
Ciphertext
Public key
Relin. key
Rot. key
EncKeyGen-share
RelinKeyGen-share
RotKeyGen-share
ColBootstrap-share
ColKeySwitch-share
PubColKeySwitch-share

P8192
0.39
0.39
1.57
1.57
0.26
3.15
0.79
0.39
0.20
0.39

P16384
1.57
1.57
6.29
6.29
1.05
12.58
3.15
1.57
0.79
1.57

P32768
6.29
6.29
31.46
31.46
3.93
62.91
15.73
6.29
3.15
6.29

For each protocol of the distributed scheme, Table IX shows
the following values:
Gen corresponds to the cost for a given party to generate
its own public share in the protocol. Hence, this cost is
independent of the number of parties. For the RelinKeyGen
protocol, the party’s share consists in multiple round shares
and this cost is aggregated across all rounds.
Agg corresponds to the cost of combining two shares in
the protocol. The way these costs are reflected on the system
and the involved network traffic depends on the chosen system
model. Table X shows the share size for each protocol, from
which the network cost of a given system model can be easily
derived: In peer-to-peer settings, a party having Nc children
in the tree will receive and aggregate Nc shares, aggregate its
own share if it is in P, and send 1 share to its parent. In the
cloud-assisted model, the cloud takes care of the aggregation
for all the N parties, so parties do not have inbound traffic
and only need to send a single share.
Out corresponds to the cost of computing the final output of
the protocol (i.e., obtaining the collective secret key, the keyswitched ciphertext, etc.) when provided with the aggregate
of all the shares (i.e., after the Aggr phase completed). In a
tree-like topology, this task is normally performed by the root,
hence, by the cloud in the helper-cloud model.
A PPENDIX C
N OISE A NALYSIS
In BFV-like lattice-based cryptosystems, the correct decryption of a given ciphertext is guaranteed only if the magnitude
of its error term, called noise, is kept below a certain threshold
fraction of q (Eq. 2). Whereas each ciphertext contains only

a very small initial amount of noise that is introduced by
the BFV.Encrypt procedure, the ciphertext noise grows with
homomorphic operations. Hence, it is crucial to ensure that
evaluating a given homomorphic circuit will not result in
the noise growing out of bounds, which is usually done by
computing the corresponding worst-case noise magnitude and
by choosing q to accommodate this bound.
We analyze the effect that distributing the BFV cryptosystem has on the ciphertext noise. As distribution affects only
the magnitude of the scheme’s secrets (key and noise), the
original cryptosystem analysis [17] directly applies, though
with a larger worst-case error norm that we express as a
function of the number of parties N in the following.

A. Ideal Secret Key
The magnitude of the secret key plays a major role in the
noise growth of BFV-like cryptosystems. For the distributed
scheme, it is crucial that the magnitude of the ideal key, which
would be output by the S.Combine operation (see Def. 2),
remains small even for a large number of parties. As a result
of the secret-key generation procedure, where each additive
share si is sampled from R3 (see Section IV-A), we know
that ksk ≤ N . This linear dependency is the main advantage
over multi-key schemes (approach (b) in Section II), for which
the flexibility brought by on-the-fly keys requires a much more
complex Combine operation for which the dependency with
the input keys is multiplicative in most cases.
As a result of the P
EncKeyGen protocol, the collective public
N
key noise is ecpk = i=1 ei (see Eq. (4)), which implies that
kecpk k ≤ N B, where B is the worst-case norm for an error
term sampled from the RLWE error distribution χ.

B. Fresh Encryption
Let ct= (c0 , c1 ) be a fresh encryption of a message m under
a collective public key. The first step of the decryption (Eq.
(1)) under the ideal secret key outputs c0 + sc1 = ∆m + efresh ,
where
kefresh k ≤ B(2nN + 1).

(9)

Thus, for a key generated by the EncKeyGen protocol, the
worst-case fresh ciphertext noise is linear in the number N of
parties.

C. Collective Key-Switching
Let ct = (c0 , c1 ) be an encryption of m under the collective secret key s, and ct0 = (c00 , c1 ) be the output of
the ColKeySwitch protocol on ct with target key s0 . Then,
c00 + s0 c1 = m + efresh + eCKS with
keCKS k ≤ Bsmg N,

(10)

where Bsmg is the bound of the smudging distribution. We
observe that the additional noise does not depend on the
destination key s0 .
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D. Public Collective Key-Switching
Let ct = (c0 , c1 ) be an encryption of m under the
collective secret key s, and ct0 = (c00 , c01 ) be the output
of the PubColKeySwitch protocol on ct and target public
key pk0 = (p00 , p01 ), such that p00 = −sp01 + epk0 . Then,
c00 + s0 c01 = m + efresh + ePCKS with
kePCKS k ≤ N (nBpk0 + nks0 kB + Bsmg ),

(11)

where kepk0 k ≤ Bpk0 , and Bsmg is the bound on the smudging
noise. Note that in this case, the smudging noise should
dominate this term.
E. Arithmetic Operations
Let ct1 and ct2 be two ciphertexts with worst-case noise
norm B1 and B2 and let ctadd = BFV.Add(ct1 , ct2 ). The noise
eadd of ctadd is such that
keadd k ≤ B1 + B2 ,
whose overhead is thus independent of N .
Let ctmul = BFV.Multiply(ct1 , ct2 ) and emul be the error
term of ctmul . Then, by relying on the upper bound given by
Lemma 2 in [17], we have
kemul k < nt(B1 + B2 )(nN + 1) + 2t2 n2 (N + 1)2 .
Hence, as for the original scheme, the noise after a multiplication is expanded by a factor ksk, which brings a linear
dependence in N (it also adds a quadratic, yet less significant,
term in N ). Note that this dependency is due solely to the
magnitude of the secret key (i.e., no fresh noise is added by
homomorphic operations).

noise overhead is predominantly linear in N , with only the
relinearization-incurred noise being quadratic (but is still small
w.r.t. the multiplication-incurred overhead). Therefore, for a
fixed size of the modulus q, the multiparty version of BFV
can accommodate much larger number of parties than the
multi-key counterparts. In Section VII-B, we show that the
framework can be used with hundreds of parties in an efficient
way.

H. Derivation of Noise-Growth Equations
This appendix details the derivations of the noise growth
equations presented in the previous sections. The infinity norm
of a polynomial p (i.e., its largest coefficient in absolute value)
is denoted kpk (kpk ≤ q/2 for p ∈ Rq ). We also recall
that, since the polynomial modulus in Rq is a degree-n power
of 2 cyclotomic, we have kabk ≤ nkakkbk. We consider an
instantiation of our distributed BFV scheme with N parties.
1) Derivation of Eq. (9): From the ideal decryption of a
fresh encryption of m under the collective public key cpk =
(p0 , p1 ):
c0 + sc1 = ∆m + p0 u + e0 + sp1 u + se1
= ∆m − uecpk + e0 + se1 ,
where we substituted the expression of BFV.Encrypt. As
kuk = 1 and kei k ≤ B for i = 0, 1, Eq. (9) follows.
2) Derivation of Eq. (10): From the decryption expression
of ct0 ,
X
c00 + s0 c1 = c0 +
((−s0j + sj )c1 + eCKS,j ) + s0 c1
j

F. Relinearization (Type I)
We analyze the noise resulting from a Type I relinearization
[17] performed with a key generated by the RelinKeyGen
protocol (Protocol 3). For a ciphertext ct = (c0 , c1 , c2 ), we can
write its 2-component equivalent as ctrelin = (c00 , c01 ), where
c00 + sc01 = m + efresh + erelin with
wn
(l + 1)BN (2nN + 2).
(12)
kerelin k ≤
2
Therefore, the noise introduced by the relinearization increases by a factor that is quadratic in N ; this factor stems
from the noise introduced in the relinearization key (see Eq.
(13)): The RelinKeyGen protocol outputs relinearization keys
that have noise in their r0 component only, as opposed to
the approach by Asharov et al. [20], for which the noise
added in the r1 component introduces noise in c01 . As the
latter noise term is multiplied by the secret key at decryption,
their approach results in a significantly larger erelin than ours.
Analogously to the original scheme, the noise introduced by
the relinearization is independent of the noise already present
in the input ciphertext.

= c0 + sc1 +

The distributed BFV scheme keeps the noise within manageable bounds, even for a large number of parties. The

eCKS,j

j

X

= ∆m + efresh +

eCKS,j .

j

As eCKS,j ≤ Bsmg , Eq. (10) follows.
3) Derivation of Eq. (11): From the decryption expression
of ct0 ,
X
X
c00 + s0 c01 = c0 +
(sj c1 + uj p00 + e0,j ) + s0
(uj p01 + e1,j )
j

= c0 + sc1 +

j

up00

0

+s

up01

+

X

e0,j + se1,j

j

= ∆m + efresh +

X

uj epk0 + e0,j + s0 e1,j ,

j

and Eq. (11) follows.
4) Derivation of Eq. (12): Let rlk = (r0 , r1 ) be the
collectively generated relinearization key. It has the same form
as in the original scheme, except for the magnitude of its erlk
components:
(i)

G. Discussion

X

kerlk k < ((nksk + 2)N + nN 2 )B .

(13)

Thus, the same analysis as in the original scheme applies.
Let c2 be the base-w decomposition vector of c2 , such that
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Protocol 7: NoisyRelinKeyGen
Public Input: cpk = (p0 , p1 ), w
Private Input for Pi : sk = si
Output:rlk = (r0 , r1 )
Each party Pi :
1) samples e0,i , e1,i ← χl , ui ← R3l and
broadcasts
h0,i = p0 ui + si w + e0,i and h1,i = p1 ui + e1,i
2) waits for h0,j , h1,j from all Pj , computes
X
X
h0 =
h0,j and h1 =
h1,j
Pj ∈P

Pj ∈P

samples e2,i , e3,i ← χl , vi ← R3l and
broadcasts
h00,i = si h0 +p0 vi +e2,i and h01,i = si h1,i +p1 vi +e3,i
3) waits for h00,j , P
h01,j from P
all Pj ,
0
outputs rlk = ( j h00,j ,
j h1,j )
the inner product c2 · w equals c2 . We have
c00

+

sc01

A PPENDIX E
C OLLECTIVE R ELINEARIZATION -K EY G ENERATION
S ECURITY
The private input for each party Pi in the RelinKeyGen
protocol is the tuple xi = (si , ui , e0,i , e1,i , e2,i , e3,i ): its ideal
secret-key share si , its ephemeral secret ui , and the error
terms added in each round. The output for each party is
f (x1 , . . . , xN ) = (r0 , r1 ), the generated relinearization key
defined in Eq. (5). Throughout the protocol execution, the
parties compute the public values h, h0 = (h00 , h01 ) and
h00 . These values can be simulated, with the constraints
r0 = h00 + h00 and r1 = h01 . For every round, the parties’ view
in the protocol comprises additive sharings of these values,
which S can simulate
as
(
e i = [−ui a + si w + e0,i ]q if Pi ∈ A ,
h
← Rql
if Pi ∈
/A

e + e ] , [si a + e2,i ]q ) if Pi ∈ A
([s h


 i 2×l 1,i q
if Pi ∈ H ,
e 0 = ← Rq
h
i
P e0

l

h1,j ]q ) if Pi = Ph
(← Rq , [r1 −
Pj ∈A∪H

= c0 + c2 · r0 + s(c1 + c2 · r1 )


e0

[(ui − si )h1 + e3,i ]q

e 00 = ← Rql
h
i

e0 − P h
e 00 ]q
[r0 − h

0
j

= c0 + sc1 + c2 · (r0 + sr1 ))
= c0 + sc1 + c2 · s2 w + c2 · erlk

Pj ∈A∪H

= ∆m + efresh + c2 · erlk ,
where the upper bound for the inner product term is derived
from the expression for erlk in Eq. (13), by observing that each
of the l + 1 elements in c2 have coefficients in [− w2 , w2 ].
A PPENDIX D
C OMPARISON BETWEEN RelinKeyGen AND PREVIOUS
WORK

We show here how to adapt the classic method of [20] to
our scheme, resulting in the Protocol 7.
After the execution of NoisyRelinKeyGen, each party holds
a copy of the public rlk corresponding to the collective secret
key s. This enables them and, potentially, other external
entities, to use the BFV.Relinearize algorithm in the trust
domain defined by s. The resulting key is of the form
rlk = (r0 , r1 )
= (p0 (su+v)+s2 w+se0 +e2 , p1 (su+v)+se1 +e3 )
= (−sb+s2 w−(su+v)ecpk +se0 +e2 , b+se1 +e3 ),

where b = p1 (su + v). Hence, with respect to the key produced by BFV.RelinKeyGen, rlk holds a significantly increased
noise, not only in r0 , but also in r1 , which is not noisy when
generated in a centralized way.
By producing a noise-free r1 term and a less noisy r0 term,
our solution significantly improves on the simple method.
Although it requires one more round of communication, our
protocol has the same volume of network traffic, and is
computationally less expensive.

if Pi ∈ A
if Pi ∈ H .
if Pi = Ph

The indistinguishability argument for the shares is similar to
the one of Section VI-A. To prove indistinguishability for their
composition, we consider the combined view of the adversary,
  

−ua + sw + e0
h
 h00   −sua + s2 w, +se0 + e1 
 0=
.
 h1  

sa + e2
00
(u − s)sa + (u − s)e2 + e3
h
Lemma 1 extracts the sought property for the transcript
(note that h00 − h00 ≈ s2 a + s2 w).
Lemma 1. Let a ← Rq , s1 , s2 ← R3 be two RLWE
secrets, and e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 ← χ be four RLWE error terms.
The distribution
(a,

s1 a + e1 ,

s2 a + e2 ,

s2 s1 a + e3 ,

s21 a + e4 ) (14)

is computationally indistinguishable from the uniform distribution over Rq5 for any adversary not knowing the secrets
and error terms.
We do not provide the proof for Lemma 1, as the assumption
that we can chain RLWE sample generators is already required
by all mainstream RLWE-based cryptosystems. For an intuition, note that the first two elements of Eq. (14) correspond
to a public key with secret key s = s1 , and the next two
(together) can be seen as an encryption of 0 under this key,
with randomness u = s2 .

